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Summary 
 

 

 

The Science and Technology Department from the French Embassy in London organised on November 

24th a Franco-British meeting on MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses), those free courses available 

to anyone in the world which have been blossoming these last few years. The event gathered 24 

representatives of platforms, universities and higher schools from our two countries to discuss a series 

of topics suggested by our Department. 

 

The day put an emphasis on group discussions to ease interactions and cross-exchanges. After short 

individual introductions on the morning, three thematic sessions were hold, each one introduced by 

one French and one British participant: MOOCs model of development; MOOCs and professional 

training; internationalisation strategies. 

 

MOOCs as part of a new teaching paradigm 
The decision to create MOOCs generally follows a wider strategy to digitize higher education 

institutions (HEI) offer, for instance by podcasting courses. But more than that, MOOCs are part of 

emerging teaching methods, namely blended learning, in which physical and virtual pedagogies and 

resources are not opposed but interact. French and British institutions such as universities of Leeds, 

Manchester, Glasgow, Ecole centrale de Lille or Université de Nice told about these new models. 

 

Among leads discussed, using MOOCs to spread Master-level contents to massive audiences has been 

quoted, considering the low number of students who actually follow these courses within universities. 

 

MOOCs and experimentation 

According to the majority of attendees, MOOCs are still in an experimentation phase. It has been 2 or 

3 years since pioneers in our two countries started to create free courses. Many questions are still 

open, such as the reasons for success or failure – for instance, “the impact of nursing” of Liverpool 

University didn’t work despite what was expected considering the topic – or effective pedagogical 

methods to address the wider number of learners. Professor Frank Coton from Glasgow University 

stressed that his institution is still in a learning process, and it is true for many in France and the UK. 

Besides, this new object breaks traditional barriers in terms of accessibility and raises the interest of 

organisations with no actual teaching purpose; French public research institution Inria has recently 

launched a MOOC Lab to spread its results within society and private sector through these courses. 

 

Other topics discussed included limits and challenges such as the cost of developing free courses in a 

context of stricter funding both in France and the UK, fostering technical and pedagogical skills needed 

for such projects, or actual concrete benefits for academics invited to join the creation of MOOCs. 
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A place to be found within HEI strategies  
 HEI strategies doesn’t seem to include MOOCs very well according to French and British stakeholders. 

Many committed themselves in these projects to experiment and enhance their abilities in e-learning, 

address a wider audience or advertise their training offer; but in most situations, MOOCs are still 

standing out of main specified priorities, and the issue of sustainability has not always been considered 

at the beginning of these projects.   

However, all MOOCs producers expressed their satisfaction after these first year(s) and confirmed the 

projects would carry on. In fact, we can even speak of enthusiasm since the word has been 

pronounced more than once during the event. 

 

Why creating MOOCs? From innovation to marketing  
Differences between French and British higher education systems appeared in the objectives pursued: 

French representatives stressed on diversification, innovation and enhancement of their pedagogical 

offer, while British highlighted benefits in terms of branding, advertising and recruitment tool for new 

students, which in their situation is one major funding resource. However, it does not mean the 

innovation aspect is overlooked in the UK since it was also highly developed in several talks, such as 

Glasgow’s or Leeds’. 

 

MOOCs and pedagogy 
As Professor Richard Reece from Manchester stated: “content is not enough”; it highlights all the care 

required for such courses design and delivery on the internet, however high its content’s quality may 

be.  

Pedagogy is thus a complex issue which has been discussed mainly during the 2nd session. The goal is 

to engage learners despite the “massive” aspect of MOOCs (for instance, almost 700 000 people 

subscribed to the British Council course “Understanding IELTS” on its two runs).   

The FutureLearn platform develops a vision of social learning based on its community: courses 

interface, use of social networks, regular call to learners, etc. In fact, it doesn’t define itself as a 

provider such as Coursera or EdX, but as something more similar to Wikipedia or YouTube, and intends 

to evolve into a mainstream platform as known as those two for the general public. 

French institutions are also experimenting interesting methods. Engineering school IFP Energies 

Nouvelles adds serious games to its MOOCs; they aim at putting learners into “real” conditions such 

as the management of petroleum infrastructures in the course “oil and gas”. 

Analytics are also a sensitive topic to take into account. The numerous data generated by learners on 

these online courses are a powerful tool to better understand their learning path and allow for 

instance to adapt the pedagogy or even anticipate the success of a course. This diversity of information 

is especially attractive to HEI, and several establishments such as Manchester mentioned it in their 

avenues for reflection in the near future. 

 

Staff 
HEI are fostering staff (from the “one-man-orchestra” quoted by Nicolas Sennequier from Institut 

Mines Telecom to whole teams like in Leeds), whose job is to support the creation of new products 

including MOOCs.  

Teachers are also more and more required to acquire abilities in e-learning and digital pedagogies, 

which could quickly become a valuable asset in the Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) currently 

debated in the UK. 
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The sensitive issue of accreditation and diploma 
The majority of HEI still refuse today to deliver a diploma or credits on the sole ground of a MOOC 

completion despite some pioneering initiatives, such as the two certifications offered by EdX in the US 

(among which one is with the famous MIT), or the first online diploma recognised by the French 

government offered by OpenClassrooms in collaboration with IESA Multimedia. 

Attendees discussed potential acceptable forms of accreditation for employers. In this regard, one big 

question was: What is the main goal of universities? Delivering academic knowledge or practical skills 

for employment? Recruiters are especially looking for the latter, and evaluation methods differ widely 

between the two approaches. 

Another topic debated was the implementation of such an evaluation: how to ensure reliability and 

security into online examinations? TOEFL’s organisation accreditation loss to deliver language tests 

for UK visa applicants following fraud suspicions was quoted.   

As for delivering a diploma on the basis of peer reviewed exams, it is not today seriously considered 

by the HEI representatives who discussed the subject.  

 

MOOCs and CPD (Continuing Professional Development) 
According to participants, the market is mature for CPD offers, since needs are well known and 

providers here. Airbus has been quoted as an example: it provides its employees with resources 

organised by topic into learning paths, including MOOCs. 

MOOCs are also used to experiment new ways of training in the field of innovation, especially for the 

digital sector. Both France and the UK are peculiarly active in this area: we can name MOOC Innov 

from Bordeaux (4100 learners in 2014); the Digital Business Academy from Tech City UK, which offers 

courses from UCL or University of Cambridge Judge Business School; European programme EDSA 

(European Data Science Academy) aims at gathering a transnational community on data science, and 

develops training MOOCs on this sector. 

Besides, the question of MOOCs utility to tackle the digital skills gap has been considered. From 

discussions, it appears this deficit is mainly due to the fact it is a very new area; some jobs didn’t even 

exist a few years ago – such as the famous data scientist – and training curricula are still rare. If MOOCs 

can be of help, they are not enough. 

 

MOOCs, SPOCs, COOCs, a rising “galaxy” 
Several HEI such as Ecole centrale de Lille, Mines Paris Tech, Liverpool or Manchester shared their 

intention to develop SPOCs (Small Private Online Courses) apart from MOOCs. 

Using MOOCs, SPOCs or COOCs (Corporate Open Online Courses) within a company seems an 

emerging trend. Besides professional skills training, this format can also be useful for specific needs in 

a professional area such as management training or development of a team spirit; a group used a 

SPOC over two years for a change management programme. 

For some attendees, limited community oriented SPOCs are more fitted to bring a real asset for private 

sector training than widely open MOOCs. 

Another topic discussed is collaboration between universities and companies. Despite some 

reluctances on ethical issues, it has been highlighted how MOOCs can be an innovative way to bring 

closer academic and professional sectors, which are today separated by a real gap both in France and 

the UK. 
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FutureLearn and France Université Numérique, catalysers of British and French offers 
FUN and FutureLearn platforms both established themselves as a vital driving force to ensure HEI 

commitment in the creation of MOOCs. 

 

FutureLearn’s social-based pedagogical offer attracted universities which could have been reluctant 

at first, like the University of Liverpool.  The company was founded in 2013 by the Open University 

and counts today more than 2 million subscriptions. It implements a strategy based on international 

partnerships with high quality establishments. To support its international growth, FutureLearn uses 

also local relays (blogs …) to get known.  

 

FUN is the flagship platform for French academia. It is quite different from FutureLearn since it is a 

public project launched by the ministry for higher education and research in 2013. Today, it includes 

directly HEI to its management through a GIP (Groupement d’intérêt public) structure. FUN unifies a 

real community of MOOCs producers in France. Project manager Catherine Mongenet highlighted 

during the event FUN’s international strategy, which aims at establishing the platform as a reference 

in the French-speaking world.  

 

Internationalisation: the key aspect of linguistic accessibility 
Linguistic accessibility appears a crucial condition to be considered for MOOCs aiming to address an 

international audience. As Catherine Mongenet noted, it is not a complete hazard if FutureLearn’s 

biggest success is a British Council’s course and FUN’s a French language course. 

 

If it is impossible to translate courses in every languages, targeting a market and using simple 

technologies have been highly emphasized. Among proposed solutions, subtitles have been suggested 

by everyone. Some participants remarked learners prefer a bad translation to nothing. Leeds 

University experimented with success subtitling one course in Mandarin and thus succeeded in 

addressing a whole new audience.  

 

Another possible strategy is pictured by the MOOC “Gravity!” created by Dr Pierre Binetruy from 

Université Paris Diderot. A first version has been run in French on FUN where it attracted 5600 

learners; a second version, in English, was launched on FutureLearn last October and gathered no less 

than 70 000 learners. However, discussions also underpinned potential barriers to such a strategy, like 

exclusivity licenses which can be used to protect educative content. 

 

In conclusion: a similar approach of the MOOC object 
As underlined by Professor Richard Reece from Manchester University, the event concluded on the 

feeling that French and British stakeholders share numerous views on the topic of MOOCs: 

experimentations, enthusiasm, but also barriers and challenges appeared quite similar from both sides 

of the Channel. 

 

The main conclusion of the meeting could be the feeling that MOOCs are less an isolated revolution 

than a symptom of a deeper mutation in Higher Education. As other sectors like cultural industries, 

digital technologies are leading major evolutions in HE which go well beyond the diffusion of 

pedagogical contents. The perspective of a near future in which academic offer would be part physical 

part digital in a complex mix of both underpinned many discussions. 
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Besides, MOOCs and avatars appear to have a real role to play for training in the private sector; as 

such, it opens new opportunities of collaboration for universities who are seeking to renew their links 

with the business world. 

 

Last but not least, beyond strategical differences, international circulation challenges led to common 

preoccupations, especially on the question of linguistic accessibility.  

 

On all these topics, French and British stakeholders showed how much there was to exchange 

between our two countries. In any case, comments following this day showcases an actual will and 

interest to carry on the dialogue initiated.  


